Electromyogram power spectrum during dynamic contractions at different intensities of exercise.
During dynamic contractions performed on a cycle ergometer, we studied the influence of motor unit (MU) recruitment on the electromyographic (EMG) spectral content by exerting mechanical power of different intensities, which was chosen to remain below the maximal aerobic power (VO2max). The spectral parameters: EMG total power (PEMG), mean (MPF) and median (MED) power frequencies, which are the most representative of the EMG spectral content, were calculated according to the EMG activity of the vastus medialis muscle (VM) and soleus muscle (SOL) of the right leg. For VM and SOL, PEMG increased linearly with exerted power demonstrating an enhancement of MU recruitment. Moreover these relationships were less scattered when exerted power was expressed as a percentage of VO2max. Changes in MPF and MED with varying exercise intensities were different from one subject to another. For a set of subjects, MPF and MED were found to be independent of exerted power. Although VM and SOL muscles are different in fibre type composition, similar results were obtained for both EMG activities. We have concluded that for dynamic contractions performed at different intensities below VO2max, the recruitment of the MU has a poor effect on the EMG spectral content whatever the predominant type of fibre.